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Keys to Sacred Science
The “Nonsense” Papers
Nature Word
Reproduction of the original: A Trooper Galahad by Captain Charles King

Sacred Books of the East: Sacred laws of the Aryas, pt. 1
A single baby, born to save a world. Two ancient prophecies, both foretelling the
extinction of a race. Two sides racing to their appointment with destiny. A leader of
men, determined to outwit the foretelling of his doom, leads his people in a
sickening massacre to secure the continuation of his race. A single man, troubled
with nightmares and voices in dreams, worries for his sanity as his life crumbles
around him. Alone and friendless, Vincent escapes to isolated freedom, the
loneliness forcing him to succumb to the terrifying nightmares and finally, to listen
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to the voices in the dreams. Many worlds away across the aching void, Farra listens
to the voices in her own dreams, and embarks upon a perilous journey to bring
truth and justice to one troubled soul struggling to find a purpose. The child that is
now a man must face his nemesis and end the tide of evil that laid waste his world
as he took his first breath. The voices in the dreams lead them on a journey
through space and time, from world to world in a desperate struggle for truth,
justice, life.

Esoteric Egypt
Contrary to the view that relations between religion and the sciences in the
sixteenth century were ridden with bitter conflict, the studies here indicate the
ways in which religious conviction Jewish, Roman Catholic or Protestant and the
development of the natural sciences and medicine influenced each other.

Sacred Books of the East: The laws of Manu
The Sacred Books of the East: The sacred laws of the Aryas
(pt.1), translated by Georg Bühler
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The first English translation and examination of secret Japanese writings dating
from the paleolithic to classical eras • Examines four suppressed and secret texts
to discover the deeper truths beneath Japanese mythology • Introduces evidence
of ancient civilizations in Japan, the sacred geometry of primitive times, and claims
of a non-Earthly origin of the Emperors • Explores how these texts convey the
sacred spiritual science of Japan’s Golden Age with parallels in ancient India,
Europe, and Egypt In Japan there are roughly two dozen secret manuscripts
originally dating back to the paleolithic era, the age of heroes and gods, that have
been handed down by the ruling families for centuries. Rejected by orthodox
Japanese scholars and never before translated into English, these documents
speak of primeval alphabets, lost languages, forgotten technologies, and the
sacred spiritual science. Some even refer to UFOs, Atlantis, and Jesus coming to
Japan. Translating directly from the original Japanese, Avery Morrow explores four
of these manuscripts in full as well as reviewing the key stories of the other Golden
Age chronicles. In the Kujiki manuscript Morrow uncovers the secret symbolism of
a Buddhist saint and the origin of a modern prophecy of apocalypse. In the
Hotsuma Tsutaye manuscript he reveals the exploits of a noble tribe who defeated
a million-strong army without violence. In the Takenouchi Documents he shows us
how the first Japanese emperor came from another world and ruled at a time when
Atlantis and Mu still existed. And in the Katakamuna Documents the author unveils
the sacred geometries of the universe from the symbolic songs of the 10,000-yearold Ashiya tribe. He also discusses the lost scripts known as the Kamiyo Moji and
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the magic spiritual science that underlies all of these texts, which enabled initiates
to ascend to higher emotional states and increase their life force. Taking a spiritual
approach à la Julius Evola to these “parahistorical” chronicles, Morrow shows how
they access a higher order of knowledge and demonstrate direct parallels to many
ancient texts of India, Europe, and Egypt.

Divine Healing
Symbol and the Symbolic
Creating the Soul Body
The School of the Sacred Science
The meaning of a science rooted in the sacred, its contrast to modern science and
its pertinence to us today.

The Sacred Science of Ancient Japan
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Christian Schools and Scholars
Lucifer
Science and religion are often viewed as dichotomies. But although our
contemporary society is often perceived as a rationalization process, we still need
broad, metaphysical beliefs outside of what can be proven empirically. Rituals and
symbols remain at the core of modern life. Do our concepts of science and religion
require revitalization? Can science itself be considered a religion, a belief, or an
ideology? Science's authority and prestige allows for little in the way of alternate
approaches not founded in empirical science. It is not unusual to believe that
technology and science will solve the world's fundamental problems. Has truth
been colonized by science? Have scientific disciplines become so specialized and
"operationally closed" that they have constructed barriers to other disciplines as
well as the general public? The writers of this book set out to investigate whether
the symbols of academia may in some cases take on a quality of sacrality, whether
the rule of experts can be said to have the character of a "priesthood of
knowledge", whether religion has a place in scientific contexts, and a selection of
other questions concerning science and its relations to religious belief.
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A Dictionary of the Hindee Language
The Universal Kabbalah
Symbolism is the intuitive means of overcoming the limitations of reason. Here
Schwaller explains how true progress in human thought can be made only if we call
upon the "symbolizing" faculty of intelligence, developed and refined in the temple
culture of ancient Egypt and reflected in its hieroglyphs.

Symbols of Sacred Science
This is a translation of one of Guenon's most significant works. It contains chapters
with titles such as: The Science of Letters; Symbolic Weapons; and The Symbolism
of the Zodiac among the Pythagoreans. The work aims to give new meaning to so
many of the objects involved in daily life.

The Sacred Books of the East
A Concise View of the Succession of Sacred Literature
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Keys to Sacred Science is written in a unique style, which may be unfamiliar to
many readers. In this book the author introduces knowledge traditions in Islam, in
particular focusing on one of the key sacred sciences, mastered by a select few,
namely the science of numerology. The first part of the book describes how the
path to acquiring sacred knowledge is unlike the contemporary approach to
learning. The author makes reference to the account in the Quran of how Allāh
bestowed total knowledge upon Adam, and the consequent significance for
humankind, then the account of the quest for sacred knowledge by Moses, and his
encounter with al-Khiḍr, the Wise.Numerology plays a key role in interpreting
sacred texts, as in the Arabic language each letter has a numerical equivalent,
according to the Abjad system. The author uses this approach to explain these
Quranic passages, and sacred words and phrases, demonstrating meanings which
lie hidden beneath the surface. He then applies the science of numerology to
elucidate the form of the canonical prayer, one of the pillars of Islam. Making use
of traditional tools of sacred science, such as the 'magic square', or Wafaq, and the
Tetraktys, he provides remarkable demonstrations of the geometric and
numerological structure manifested in the sacred rites, and he shows how each
movement and detail related to the prayer is designed with perfect
precision.Understanding more about the divine wisdom contained within these acts
of worship, and how they are established in harmony within the universal system
that underlies all creation, will not only serve to increase the faith of the believer, it
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will open the reader's eyes to new dimensions, which were traditionally the
privilege of only a select few.

Fundamental Symbols
The theme of Nature Word is the intelligence of the heart, the innate, functional
consciousness, or way of thinking, that is in harmony with nature and able to
understand life and living things.

The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science, and Art
The idea of aliens and UFOs has always played a crucial role in human history.
Regardless of the ridicule this mind-set inspires in skeptics, the intense speculation
and debate on this topic continues to intrigue around the world. Hundreds have
shared detailed personal experiences of contact with these beings or crafts,
recounting a wide variety of alien interaction with our world and its peoples. Yet
the official explanations—swamp gas, weather balloons, and more—just don’t
match up with these reports. The “Nonsense” Papers anthology explores these
controversial and contemporary issues, considering a wide variety of interrelated
topics: • UFOs • Military “black projects” based on alien technology • Former NASA
missions (and the possible secrets they hold) • An alternative view on organized
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religious cults (and how their origin by our creators from the stars) • Environmental
issues, including climate change • Time travel • Testimonies from those who offer
insight on alien contact • The future and fate of our planet after 2012 This
collection also focuses on humanity and culture, examining where we are headed if
we continue down our current path. It questions those who plan to “save”
humanity by making exaggerated claims and impossible goals and challenges us
to analyze and examine ourselves and our society as a whole. It implores humans
to use common sense, rationality, and logic as our present life seems void of
feelings, dreams, hopes, and desires. Overall, the only way humans can save these
precious ideologies is in the discovery of ourselves.

The Need for a Sacred Science
The Lilean Chronicles: Book One ~ Redemption
Irish Varieties
In 2010, Nick Polizzi did something unimaginable. He assembled a group of eight
desperately ill patients from around the world and brought them into the heart of
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the Amazon rainforest to put the mysterious medicines of native shamans to the
test. The healing journey that unfolded would change their lives —and his own
—forever. In The Sacred Science, we join Nick as he explores these primordial
traditions and learns firsthand what it takes to truly heal ourselves of physical
disease, emotional trauma, and the sense of “lostness” that so many of us feel in
these modern times. We venture into a place where the ordinary rules we live by,
even survival instincts, don’t apply —where “the only thing to do is to step forward
and be ready for anything.” Nick is not a guru or shaman; he is an ordinary guy
who pieced together an illuminating journey, one experience at a time. In this
riveting true story, we’re shown the many layers that must be peeled away in
order for us to find the truth of who we are and why we’re here. This book is a
bridge between the flashy, fast-moving modern world and the forgotten ways of a
healthier, earth-connected ancestral past. You’ll find practices and principles of
native wisdom that you can put to use in your own life, and you’ll gain a new
understanding of what it means to heal. In the end, what will become of the eight
patients who set out on this path with Nick? Will the exotic jungle medicines and
harrowing rites of passage destroy them or give them a new lease on life? Five will
return with remarkable healing results. Two will return disappointed. One won’t
return at all.

After God is Dibia: Igbo cosmology, healing, divination &
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sacred science in Nigeria
A Trooper Galahad
A study of the 100,000-year-old spiritual science of ancient Egypt • Examines the
metaphysical structure of our universe as seen by the ancient Egyptians, Greeks,
and Celts, showing that each is based on the same central concepts from time
immemorial • Reveals that the ancient Egyptians believed in reincarnation and a
spiritual evolutionary process • Explains the connections between the movements
of Orion and Sirius and the story of Osiris and Isis, the importance of the Pleiades
and circumpolar stars to the Egyptians, and the fundamental unity of the Egyptian
pantheon • Investigates the people who colonized greater Egypt 100,000 years
ago, descendants of the Atlanteans In Esoteric Egypt, J. S. Gordon reveals how the
sacred science and wisdom tradition of ancient Egypt--the Land of Khem--stems
from an advanced prehistoric worldwide civilization. Examining the metaphysical
structure of our universe as seen by the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Celts, he
shows that each tradition is merely a variation on the central concepts of the
precession of the equinoxes and the obliquity of the ecliptic pole. He explores the
connections between the cyclical movements of Orion and Sirius and the story of
Osiris and Isis, the importance of the Pleiades and the circumpolar stars, and the
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ancient tradition of man as a divine being “born from the substance of the stars.”
He investigates the people who colonized greater Egypt 100,000 years ago, the
progenitors of ancient Egyptian civilization descended from the 4th- and 5th-Root
Race Atlanteans. Gordon explores the magical and esoteric meanings behind
Egyptian sacred ritual and temple art, drawing parallels to the Mystery School
process of initiation. Explaining the fundamental unity of the Egyptian pantheon
and the structure of the after-death state, he shows that the Egyptians clearly
believed in reincarnation and a spiritual evolutionary process. Revealing the
ancient sacred science of the Land of Khem, teachings passed down from the
earliest times, he examines the psychospiritual nature of the human being and the
function of our spiritual identity and our souls.

Science and Key of Life
A Century of Science and Other Essays
Sacred Science?
This remarkable book grew out of a conference headed by René Guénon, the
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sinologist René Grousset, and the neo-Thomist Jacques Maritain on questions
raised by Ferdinand Ossendowski's thrilling account in his Men, Beast and Gods of
an escape through Central Asia, during which he foils enemies and encounters
shamans and Mongolian lamas, whose marvels he describes. The book caused a
great sensation, especially the closing chapters, where Ossendowski recounts
legends allegedly entrusted to him concerning the 'King of the World' and his
subterranean kingdom Agarttha. The present book, one of Guénon's most
controversial, was written in response to this conference and develops the theme
of the King of the World from the point of view of traditional metaphysics. Chapters
include: Western Ideas about Agarttha; Shekinah and Metatron; The Three
Supreme Functions; Symbolism of the Grail; Melki-Tsedeq; Luz: Abode of
Immortality; The Supreme Center concealed during the Kali-Yuga; and The
Omphalos and Sacred Stones .

Sacred Science
In Symbols of Sacred Science, Guénon, a master of precise, even 'mathematical'
metaphysical exposition, reveals himself as a consummate exegete of myth and
symbolism as well, superior in many ways to Mircea Eliade, and comparable
perhaps only to his respected friend Ananda K. Coomaraswamy. This extraordinary
text unveils the cosmological meanings of root symbols organized under such
general headings as: The Center of the World, Cyclic Manifestation, Symboic
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Weapons, Axial Symbolism and the Symbolsim of Passage, The Symbolism of
Building, and The Symbolism of the Heart. Far more than a simple catalogue of
myths and symbols from many traditions, Symbols of the Sacred Science lays the
foundation for a universal esoteric symbology. In this work, Guénon demonstrates
the fundamental unity-across all cultures and ages-of the images with which the
Absolute clothes itself in its cosmic self-revelation.

The Sacred Science
R. A. Schwaller de Lubicz (1887-1961), one of the most important Egyptologists of
this century, links the sacred science of the Ancients to its rediscovery in our own
time. Sacred Science represents the first major breakthrough in understanding
ancient Egypt and identifies Egypt, not Greece, as the cradle of Western thought,
theology, and science.

The Secret Doctrine: the Synthesis of Science, Religion, and
Philosophy
John Anthony West's revolutionary reinterpretation of the civilization of Egypt
challenges all that has been accepted as dogma concerning Ancient Egypt. In this
pioneering study West documents that: Hieroglyphs carry hermetic messages that
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convey the subtler realities of the Sacred Science of the Pharaohs. Egyptian
science, medicine, mathematics, and astronomy were more sophisticated than
most modern Egyptologists acknowledge. Egyptian knowledge of the universe was
a legacy from a highly sophisticated civilization that flourished thousands of years
ago. The great Sphinx represents geological proof that such a civilization existed.
This revised edition includes a new introduction linking Egyptian spiritual science
with the perennial wisdom tradition and an appendix updating West's work in
redating the Sphinx. Illustrated with over 140 photographs and line drawings.

Thrice-Greatest Hermes
Outlines the principles and mechanics of the soul body, the spiritual vehicle that
enables individual consciousness to survive the body’s death • Shows that the
ancient Vedic, Egyptian, Hebraic, and Pythagorean traditions shared and
understood this spiritual practice • Reveals modern science as only now awakening
to this ancient sacred science Ancient peoples the world over understood that
individual consciousness is rooted in a universal field of consciousness and is
therefore eternal, surviving the passing of the physical body. They engaged in
spiritual practices to make that transition maximally auspicious. These practices
can be described as a kind of alchemy, in which base elements are discarded and
higher levels of consciousness are realized. The result is the creation of a vehicle, a
soul body, that carries consciousness beyond physical death. These spiritual
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preparations are symbolized in the Vedic, Egyptian, and Hebraic traditions as a
divine stairway or ladder, a step-by-step path of ascent in which the practitioner
raises consciousness by degrees until it comes to rest in the bosom of the infinite,
thereby becoming “immortal.” This spiritual process explains the reincarnation of
the Dalai Lama, for example, whose reincarnation is confirmed in infancy through
physical and spiritual signs, indicating that the consciousness has been carried
from one lifetime to the next. In Creating the Soul Body, Robert Cox maps the
spiritual journey of consciousness behind this sacred science of immortality and
reveals the practice of creating a soul body in detail. He also shows that this
ancient spiritual science resembles advanced theories of modern science, such as
wave and particle theory and the unified field theory, and reveals that modern
science is only now awakening to this ancient science of “immortality.”

The Glories of the Sacred Heart
"The Sacred Heart is, as Simeon prophesied of Jesus Himself, 'Signum cui
contradicetur.' Like the title of His Blessed Mother, who is in very truth 'Mother of
God,' it has drawn to itself all the assaults of heresy. For it is a divine test of faith in
the mystery of the Word made Flesh, 'ut revelentur ex multis cordibus
cogitationes.' Those who have trusted with a yearning hope that the faith of
Englishmen, in the Incarnation at least, was firm and clear were saddened and
silenced when the pilgrimage to Paray-le-Monial elicited from some of the highest
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sources of the established religion a profession of simple Nestorianism. It was then
that the first fifty pages in this book were published. Having been out of print for
some time, they are now reprinted, as the doctrinal foundation of all that follows.
The devotion of the Sacred Heart has two aspects: the one as the centre of all
dogma; the other as the source of the deepest devotion. In this latter aspect it
reveals to us the personal love of our Divine Redeemer towards each and every
one for whom He died. It is a manifestation of His pity, tenderness, compassion,
and mercy to sinners and to penitents. Nevertheless, its chief characteristic and its
dominant note is His disappointment at the returns we make to Him for His love,
and above all, His divine displeasure at the faults and sins of those who are
specially consecrated at His service. He seems to be sadly upbraiding us with the
three doubting questions which He put to Peter, 'Lovest thou Me?' and to be
looking upon us as He turned and looked on him, when he had thrice denied his
Master. Into this part of the devotion of the Sacred Heart I have not ventured. It
has already been treated so profusely by others, and by many of whom I have only
to learn; it is in itself so deep and intimately related to the personal life and mind
of each, that I have always felt it better to use but few suggestive words rather
than to draw out devotional acts, which to the writer are no doubt spontaneous,
natural, and real, but to the reader may be a burden like Saul's armour to David. In
the following pages, therefore, I have intentionally confined myself to the dogmatic
side of the devotion; and for the following reasons. I believe firmly that when divine
truth is fully and duly apprehended it generates devotion; that one cause of
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shallowness in the spiritual life is a superficial apprehension of the dogma of the
Incarnation; and that one divine purpose in the institution and diffusion of the
devotion of the Sacred Heart, in these last times, is to reawaken in the minds of
men the consciousness of their personal relation to a Divine Master. He has
foretold the dimness and coldness of these latter days: 'The Son of Man, when He
cometh, shall He find, think you, faith on the earth? (S. Luke xviii. 8.)' 'Because
iniquity hath abounded , the charity of many shall grow cold (S. Matt. xxiv. 12).' In
that day the disciples of the Sacred Heart at least will 'know whom they have
believed.'"--

A Dictionary, Bengali and Samskrit, Explained in English, and
Adepted for Students of Either Language; to Which is Added an
Index Serving as a Reserved Dictionary
This landmark work by an innovative modern Kabbalist develops a scientific model
for kabbalistic cosmology and soul psychology. Derived from the kabbalistic
diagram of the Tree of Life and the author's own Sabbath Star diagram, this
universal model encodes the laws of all cosmic manifestation, giving a
mathematical basis to many aspects of this mystical tradition and providing a new
synthesis of science and spirituality that may well write a new chapter to the
Kabbalah.
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Religious Confessions and the Sciences in the Sixteenth
Century
The Secret Doctrine of the Kabbalah resurrects this ancient body of knowledge to
reveal eternal truths that profoundly impact contemporary spirituality.
Experimental methods of practicing Hebraic sacred science are explored that
explain, as never before, the meaning of the cosmological diagram of the entire
Western esoteric tradition--the kabbalistic Tree of Life.

The Sacred Laws of the Âryas as Taught in the Schools of
Âpastamba, Guatama, Visishtha, and Baudhâyana: Âpastamba
and Gautama
The King of the World
Serpent in the Sky
"The current book is a collection of essays, speech transcripts, and reprints that
were written and compiled by John Fiske. This text, published in 1899, includes
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discussions on science, evolution, philosophy, and liberal thought." (PsycINFO
Database Record (c) 2008 APA, all rights reserved).

The Secret Doctrine of the Kabbalah
This is the edition including all three books. The so-called Hermetic writings have
been known to Christian writers for many centuries. The early church Fathers
(Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria) quote them in defense of
Christianity. Stobaeus collected fragments of them. The Humanists knew and
valued them. They were studied in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and in
modern times have again been diligently examined by many scholars. G. R. S.
Mead has issued a translation of the whole body of extant literature, with extended
prolegomena, commentary, etc. There is a wide difference of opinion as to the date
at which this literature was produced. Mead believes that some of the extant
portions of it are at least as early as the earliest Christian writings, while von Christ
assigns them to the third Christian century, and thinks that they show the
influence of neo-Platonism. To affirm that they influenced New Testament usage
would be hazardous, but they perhaps throw some light on the direction in which
thought was moving in New Testament times.
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